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This document draws on the research programme ‘Home Space in African Cities’, funded by the Danish Research Council for Innovation 2009-2011, under the
management of Prof. Jorgen Eskemose Andersen of the School of Architecture,
Copenhagen.

Este documento baseia-se no programa de pesquisa ‘“Compreender o ‘Espaço
do Lar’ na cidade Africana de Maputo” financiado pelo Conselho Dinamarquês
de Pesquisa para Inovação (2009-2011), sob a gestão do Professor Jorgen Eskemose Andersen da Faculdade de Arquitectura de Copenhaga.

The programme was based on a conception and research design by Prof. Paul
Jenkins of the School of the Built Environment, Heriot-Watt University / Edinburgh School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture.

O programa tem por base a concepção e investigação do Professor Paul Jenkins
da Escola do Ambiente Construído, Universidade Heriot-Watt /Faculdade de Arquitectura e de Arquitectura Paisagística da Universidade de Edimburgo.

It was implemented in partnership between the above institutions (led by Professors Andersen and Jenkins) and the Centre of African Studies at the ISCTEInstituto Universitário de Lisboa (represented by Dr. Ana Bénard da Costa) and
the centre for Development of Habitat Studies in the Faculty of Architecture
and Physical Planning, Universidade Eduardo Mondlane, Mozambique (represented by Prof. Dr. Luis Lage , Prof. Julio Carrilho and Dr. Carlos Trinidade) and
the Faculty of Humanities and Social Science, Universidade Eduardo Mondlane
(represented by Dr. Adriano Biza).

Este programa de pesquisa foi implementado por uma parceria que reuniu,
para além das instituições acima mencionadas (lideradas pelos Professores
Andersen e Jenkins), o Centro de Estudos Africanos do ISCTE - Instituto Universitário de Lisboa (representada pela Doutora Ana Bénard da Costa) e o Centro
de Estudos para o Desenvolvimento do Habitat da Faculdade de Arquitectura e
Planeamento Físico da Universidade Eduardo Mondlane, Moçambique (representado por o Prof. Doutor Júlio Carrilho e o Prof. Doutor. Carlos Trindade).

The fieldwork was undertaken with participation of students of architecture
and anthropology from Universidade Eduardo Mondlane, and had key involvement from architect Silje Sollien and anthropologist Judite Chipenembe.
Generous support from the Mozambican director of the Faculty of Architecture
and Physical Planning, and time donated by Edinburgh and Lisbon institutions
for their academics’ inputs have been a key aspect of the programme’s success.
Layout and illustrations by K
 hadidja Ouis and Anders Bjerregaard-Andersen.
Maputo, Mozambique 2012
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O trabalho de campo foi realizado com a participação de estudantes de arquitectura e de antropologia da Universidade Eduardo Mondlane, com a participação fundamental da arquitecta Silje Sollienen e dos académicos moçambicanos Adriano Biza e Judite Chipenembe.
O generoso apoio da Faculdade de Arquitectura de Moçambique e do seu Director Prof. Doutor Luís Lage, e o tempo que as instituições de Edimburgo e de
Lisboa disponibilizaram para que os seus investigadores pudessem participar
neste projecto, têm sido um dos aspectos-chave que tem garantido o sucesso
deste programa.
Layout e ilustrações por Khadidja Ouis e Anders Bjerregaard-Andersen.
Maputo, Mozambique 2012
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Research background

Contexto de pesquisa

The African City

‘Home Space’ as a concept

A Cidade Africana

O ‘Espaço do Lar’ como conceito

Rapid urbanisation in Sub-Saharan Africa is now taking place – the last major
world region to go through this process whereby the majority of the population
live in urban areas. This is initially through migration from rural areas, but rapidly
becomes natural increase of urban populations, especially as it is linked to attitudes to family size and structure – i.e. the ‘demographic bulge’ associated with
continued ‘traditions’ of high birth rates, yet falling death rates. In Sub-Saharan
Africa this process is taking place in an arguably uniquely weak political and economic context . This is the legacy of exploitative European mercantile engagement (approx. 1500- 1900) and then colonial dominance (1900-1950 approx.),
which led to slavery and arbitrary nation-state creation. It is also the result of
subsequent rapid disengagement by dominant capitalist economies (through
phases of decolonisation, neo-colonisation and virtual abandonment of global
investment flows) yet continued global political subordination (e.g. through foreign aid). Today African governments and the private sectors are relatively weak
and thus their action in urban change and transformation or development is
very limited – compounded by anti-urban bias in ‘development’ policies.

The above overview creates the wider context for this study, which seeks to
examine the nature of this new form of ‘urbanism as a way of life’ through investigating the nature and impact of ‘home space’. This concept, developed by
the research team in a speculative sense, refers to the spaces within which the
majority of African urban residents ‘dwell’ - ‘dwelling’ being both a place and a
process. Creating ‘home spaces’ thus involves spatial and social practices, but
conceptually ‘home’ is above all else a culturally defined concept. Collectively
African home spaces create the majority of urban places and are inevitably enacted within political and economic contexts, which (as noted above) establish
structural parameters for such agency. Understanding home space thus entails
understanding the physical, social, economic, cultural and temporal aspects
of urban change. In this, the research programme seeks to understand ‘Home
Space in the African city’ as a way to challenge existing assumptions, and inductively seek new understanding which can be the basis for reflection for other
more normative activity such as urban policy and development practice.

A urbanização acelerada na África subsariana está agora a acontecer. Esta região
é a última das grandes regiões do globo onde ocorre o processo através do qual
a maioria da população passa a residir nas áreas urbanas. Este processo que se
inicia com as migrações das áreas rurais, passa rapidamente a ser resultante do
crescimento natural das populações urbanas, produto da combinação de altas taxas de natalidade com a diminuição das taxas de mortalidade. Na África
subsariana os contextos políticos e económicos são muitas vezes considerados fracos. Numa primeira fase, as estruturas sociais e políticas africanas foram
fortemente afectadas pela expansão mercantilista europeia à qual se seguiu o
domínio colonial e a criação arbitrária dos Estados-Nações. Depois das independências, a subordinação política e económica global reemergiu (e.g. através
da ajuda internacional) sendo marcada nas últimas décadas por um crescente
desengajamento das economias capitalistas dominantes. Actualmente os governos africanos e os sectores privados ‘formais’ são relativamente fracos e têm
uma capacidade de acção limitada. Ao acrescentar-se a estes factores, o pouco
ênfase dado às áreas urbanas pelas políticas de desenvolvimento, temos, como
resultado, que a maioria das transformações que ocorrem actualmente resultam
muito mais de iniciativas das famílias do que de iniciativas do Estado ou do sector privado.

A perspectiva acima cria o contexto mais abrangente deste estudo, que procura
compreender as formas emergentes de ‘urbanismo enquanto modo de vida’
nas cidades africanas de urbanização acelerada. Este conceito ‘Espaço do Lar’,
desenvolvido indutivamente pela equipa de investigação, refere-se aos espaços
onde a maioria das populações urbanas africanas habitam – sendo ‘habitar’ simultaneamente um lugar e um processo. Criar um ‘Espaço do Lar’ envolve assim, simultaneamente, práticas espaciais e sociais, mas conceptualmente o ‘lar’
é, acima de tudo, um conceito culturalmente definido. No seu conjunto os ‘Espaços do Lar’ africanos criam a maioria dos espaços urbanos e estão inevitavelmente implementados nos contextos políticos e económicos que estabelecem
os parâmetros estruturais desta agência. Para compreender o ‘Espaço do Lar’
é necessário compreender os aspectos físicos, sociais, económicos, culturais e
temporais das mudanças urbanas. Neste, o programa de investigação pretendese compreender o ‘Espaço do Lar na Cidade Africana’ por forma a desafiar as perspectivas acima referidas, procurando-se um novo entendimento que possa sustentar reflexões que apoiem acções de carácter mais normativo e relacionadas
com as políticas urbanas e as práticas de desenvolvimento.

This context is leading to new forms of urbanism emerging which challenge
conventional values of what is ‘urban’. These forms are based on spatially mobile
populations with many engaging with multiple economic activities based on social structures, as opposed to industrial based activity distinct from residential
environments. The physical form of this urbanism is dominated by households’
use of space for living – which often incorporates economic production as well as
social reproduction. Although these urban forms are in evidence in other Southern countries, there is much more limited capacity of government to record and
service urban space in Sub-Saharan Africa. In addition, the relative poverty of
the majority (and hence lack of profit opportunity for wider formal private sector urban action in this respect) means that the extent of what is typically called
‘informal’ urbanism is much more prevalent in both spatial and temporal senses.
In other words it is widespread (including in what is often seen as ‘formal’ urban
areas) and has already existed for decades – and its growth will mean it will most
likely continue to exist for many more decades.

The research programme is composed of three main research component
projects:
1.

A contextual overview to provide an understanding of urbanisation and urban development trends in Sub-Saharan Africa, Mozambique and specifically Maputo – to identify the structural parameters for emerging urbanism
based predominantly on home spaces, and provide a wider context for interpreting the findings of the empirical work;

2.

A built environment dwelling and household socio-economic study in a
representative section of the large peri-urban areas of Maputo city, partly
drawing on previous studies in a longitudinal sense, and partly following the
trends in urban expansion and morphology (using stratified random sampling based on some 100 sites, half being longitudinal) – to record what is
understood as home space and its role in urban change; and

3.

An in-depth ethnographic study of a smaller sample of circa 20 households
vis-à-vis the wider family and social construction of home, identifying past,
present and future perceptions – to understand what is embedded with and
underpins the development of home space at the micro-level.

This publication is part of the second study mentioned above, and provides
data used in the analysis of physical change in the peri-urban areas (‘bairros’) of
Maputo, the case study city.

Este contexto significa que novas formas de urbanismo estão a emergir e a desafiar os valores convencionais relativos ao que se considera ser ‘urbano’. Estas formas assentam numa crescente e continua mobilidade espacial das populações
e no desenvolvimento de múltiplas actividades económicas que se baseiam em
estruturas sociais e onde, frequentemente, o espaço residencial é utilizado para
a produção económica e não somente para a reprodução social. Embora tais formas urbanas se manifestam também em outros países do ‘Sul’, a capacidade dos
governos africanos de garantirem os serviços no espaço urbano é muito mais
limitada. Simultaneamente, os níveis elevados de pobreza da maioria da população (as acções urbanas levadas a cabo pelo sector formal privado são limitadas
pelas escassas oportunidades de lucro) implicam que aquilo que normalmente
se designa por urbanismo ‘informal’ seja muito mais abrangente, tanto em termos espaciais como temporais, do que noutras regiões do globo. Por outras palavras, estas formas de vida, através das quais a cidade é recriada, estão generalizadas, existem há décadas e provavelmente vão continuar a existir por muito
mais décadas.
.

O programa de investigação é composto por três linhas de pesquisa principais:
1.

Um estudo geral do contexto que permita enquadrar e compreender as
principais tendências dos processos de urbanização e de desenvolvimento
urbano na África subsariana, em Moçambique e especialmente em Maputo
– de forma a identificar os parâmetros estruturais do urbanismo emergente
baseado no ‘Espaço do Lar’ e fornecendo, simultaneamente, os dados gerais
do contexto macro que permitam interpretar os resultados do trabalho empírico.

2.

Um estudo dos espaços edificados e habitacionais e um estudo das condições socioeconómicas dos agregados familiares, realizado em áreas representativas das zonas peri-urbanas da cidade de Maputo. Utilizar-se-á uma
amostra aleatória estratificada baseada em 100 ‘Espaços do Lar’ de forma a
registar o que é compreendido como ‘Espaço do Lar’ e o seu papel no processo de mudança urbana. Essa amostra assenta, em parte, em pesquisas anteriores (estudo longitudinal, cerca de metade da amostra) e em parte segue
as tendências actuais da expansão urbana.

3.

Um estudo aprofundado de carácter etnográfico, focalizado num conjunto
de famílias que serão seleccionadas da amostra total e que tem como objectivo investigar o ‘Espaço do Lar’ enquanto construção social. Procurando-se,
assim, compreender, ao nível micro das famílias, as percepções, as dinâmicas
e os processos sociais que moldam o ‘Espaço do lar’ no presente e que resultam de experiências do passado e percepções relativas ao futuro.

Esta publicação faz parte do segundo estudo acima mencionado, e fornece dados utilizados na análise das mudanças físicas nas áreas peri-urbanas (bairros) da
cidade em estudo, Maputo.
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Introduction

Introdução

This report documents the changes to the Home Spaces of Maputo, comparing physical
information from the surveys of 1990 and 2000 respectively (Jenkins 1990, Jenkins 2000)
with those of the Home Space project in 2010. Some of the survey drawings from 1990 and
2000 were drawn again using the same digitised technique and scale in order to facilitate
the analysis of the transformation process.

Este relatório regista as mudanças verificadas nos Espaços do Lar observados em 1990 e
2000 respectivamente, e casos retirados dos estudos de 1990 e 2000 usando a mesma escala e técnica de modo a facilitar a compreensão do processo de transformação (Jenkins
1990, Jenkins 2000).

Guava

Peri-urban Maputo houses the vast majority of the inhabitants of the city - now spreading
far beyond its formal boundaries, with vibrant neighbourhoods under constant transformation. The 2010 study confirms that this continued expansion and consolidation is also a
process of “cementification” of these neighbourhoods - as concluded in previous studies by
the Architecture Faculty at UEM (Carrilho 2010).

Magoanine B

In general, in the 1990 study there were only a few houses constructed of permanent materials (almost always sand-cement block), while the majority in the 2000 study had permanent
houses. In 2010 almost all houses were in these permanent materials, albeit in a varying
state of maintenance. The cement blocks used throughout the study area are either bought
from a local supplier or produced on site using a manually operated machine, and subsequently sun-dried. The carpentry work is facilitated by a local carpenter and the burglar bars
produced by a local blacksmith. Some windows were as prefabricated steel windows.

Finally, 75% of the 2010 Home Space cases had at least one shade providing tree on their
plot - reinforcing the importnace of outdooor shaded living space. However, as plot cover
ratio increases, trees are being cut down to give way for construction work. The study further documents a tendency to pave a substantial share of the plot.
References:
Jenkins, P (1990) Housing and living conditions in Maputo City, UNCHS (Habitat): Maputo
Jenkins, P (2000)
Lage, L et al (2004) Traditional Informal Settlements in Mozambique: From Lichinga to Maputo, Faculdade de Arquitecture e Planeamento Fisico: Maputo
Carrilho, J et al (2010) Desafios Para Mozambique, IESE (Institudo de Estudos Sociais e Economicos)

Albasine

No estudo de 1990 havia poucas casas permanentes enquanto a maioria do estudo de 2000
eram casas permanentes e em 2010 quase todas as casas eram de materiais permanentes
embora variasse o seu estado de manutenção. No conjunto do estudo de 2010 o material usado eram blocos de cimento. Estes blocos eram comprados num fornecedor local ou
então feitos na obra usando um máquina manual. O trabalho de carpintaria era facilitado
por um carpinteiro local e as grades produzidas também por um serrralheiro local. Algumas
janelas eram metálicas e pre-fabricadas.

Magoanine C
Mahotas

Magoanine
A

George
Dimitriov

As in previous surevys, nearly all houses in the 2010 study (except two) were roofed with
corrugated galvanised iron sheets. The sheet size generally determines the size of the actual building. The roof also often expresses the number of rooms as there is a tendency in
Maputo to roof each room with a different fall (called ’agua’ locally). A four room house can
have four different aguas, and from above (e.g. in satellite imagery) looks like a fan, and
hence these have been called ’fan houses’ (Lage et al 2004). This is partly due to the usually
incremental building process where individual rooms are added and inhabited over time.
Most houses have a front veranda, which is usually covered with a concrete slab.
House plots have become smaller over recent years, reflecting a process of subdivision and
continued densification. On average in the 2010 surcey, the built up area covers 30% of the
plots. All plots in the recent survey had clear plot boundaries with a wall or a thorn hedge
as demarcation, whereas this was less likely in 1990 and 2000. Almost 40% of the 2010 respondents expressed concerns about security and hence had a preference for walls - when
they could afford to build. In 60% of the cases petty trade activities takes place from the plot
- either in the form of a table being moved around or as a small kiosk built into the extrenal
plot wall.

As casas que os residentes de Maputo peri-urbano habitam estão agora muito para além
dos limites formais da cidade, com bairros vibrantes em constante transformação. O estudo
de 2010 confirma esta contínua “cimentificação” dos Bairros como se concluiu em estudos
anteriores feitos pela Faculdade de Arquitectura da UEM (Carrilho 2010). O caniço, que era
usado nos bairros nas primeiras décadas depois da independência, actualmente só se encontra em casos excepcionais.

Todas as casas no estudo, excepto duas, eram coberta com chapas de zinco. A cobertura
designada por “ventoinha” com inclinações em diferentes direcções, denominadas águas
já que cada cobertura inclinada drena separadamente a água. A varanda é coberta com
uma laje de betão armada (Lage 2004). A compartimentação realiza-se por um processo de
aglutinação dos espaços, consoante as necessidades de crescimento que são determinadas
pelas condições económicas da família. Ela vai executando a construção de acordo com as
poupanças conseguidas em materiais de construção. O estudo mostra evidência de uma
tendência cada vez maior para fazer cozinha e casa de banho no interior da casa. Todavia em
alguns casos há duas, uma interior e outra exterior. Registou-se uma mistura de cozinhas
interiores e exteriores porque muitos preferem cozinhar a carvão.

3 de Fevereiro
Bagamoio
Laulane
25 de
Junho A

25 de
Junho B

Hulene B
Ferroviário

Inhagoia A
Msalene

Hulene A

Inhagoia B

Mavalane B

Jardim
Mavalane
A

Aero
porto
B

Luis Cabral

Chamanculo

Os talhões tornaram-se mais pequenos nos anos recentes, reflectindo um processo de subdivisões e densificação contínua. Em média a área construída cobre 30% dos talhões. Todos os talhões no levantamento de 2010 tinham limites nítidos do talhão com um muro
ou com uma sebe de espinhosa como delimitação. Quase 40% dos inquiridos exprimiram
preocupações de segurança e daí a preferência por muros altos quando as pessoas têm possibilidade de os fazer. Em 60% dos casos têm lugar dentro do talhão actividades de pequeno
comércio na forma de uma mesa que é removível ou de um pequeno quiosque construído
no muro de vedação.

Aero
porto
A

A

Munhuana
Xipamanine

Polana Caniço B
D

Urbanização

Maxaquene
B

Polana
Caniço A

C

Minkadjuine
Mafalala

1990 study
2000 study

Setenta e cinco por cento dos casos do Espaço do Lar tinha pelo menos uma sombra proporcionada por uma árvore no talhão. Mas há medida que o racio de construção no talhão
aumenta, as árvores vão sendo cortadas para dar lugar às obras. O estudo documenta ainda
uma tendência para pavimentar uma parte substancial do quintal.
Referencias:
Jenkins, P (1990) Housing and living conditions in Maputo City, UNCHS (Habitat): Maputo

2010 cases not covered in previous study

Jenkins, P (2000)
Lage, L et al (2004) Traditional Informal Settlements in Mozambique: From Lichinga to Maputo, Faculdade de Arquitecture e Planeamento Fisico: Maputo
Carrilho, J et al (2010) Desafios Para Mozambique, IESE (Institudo de Estudos Sociais e Economicos)
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Legend

Plot size and layout

8

road

The double line signifies a secondary
hall i.e. a half wall, or unfinished part of a
house, or simply a walled off area with no
roof over it.

The hairline defines a light barrier or
enclosing screen. This might be either
a hedge ( ’espinhosa’), a fence made of
chapas, or an open wire fence (or canico.
Usually there is a combination of two or
more fence types.

Family structure: Nuclear family with
some extensions
Economic status: Poor

In addition to the overview map,
each case study also features a
“neighbourhood block context”
map that shows the plot / case
study location relation to its
immediate physical context - i.e.
the adjacent plots, the block
and the surrounding neighbourhood.

Relation to street and perimeter walls

The solid thick line is a primary wall, used
to signify a house wall or an enclosing
perimeter wall.

Plot in 2000
(case 2 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

For each case study there is also
an overview map of the greater
Maputo metropolitan area. The
case is marked with a red dot
for easy reference to the larger
context.

Trees and outdoor spaces

neighbour

Each physical case studied is divided into two pages. The first page, a more
general one, gives basic information about the case study, with a brief written
description of the physical, social and economical changes. Besides the text,
there are also two maps indicating the geographic context of the case study
location/plot. This is followed by the scaled plans that show the changes in
physical plot development. Each such plan drawing is accompanied with a
schematic family overview: i.e. a short description of the family structure and
economic status.
Many of the surveys contain more than one case study. This is due to the fact
that the plots/cases (as originally studied in 1990 or 2000) have since been
subdivided physically, and therefore split into several new cases.
Another detail is that in all the cases in the “offiically planned” category the
planned plot outline is shown in the drawing. However, in most of these cases
the physical reality does not necessarily correspond to the actual planned
scheme vis-a-vis plot boundaries.
On the opposite page to the above is a diagrammtic analysis of the physical
changes that have taken place in each case (1990-2010 or 2000-2010). This
is divided into four categories: plot size and layout, functional use, outdoor
spaces and the relation to street and neighbours.

Bathroom and kitchen

The plans show a scale drawing of the plot
as it was during the first suverys in the longitudinal study (1990, 2000 - drawn freehand), and a digitised plan with the current
situation in the 2010 survey (note that the
original case number usually differs from
the current one). Beneath the plan there is
a brief family structure overview, with the
head of the household marked in red, and
a short description of family structure and
economic status.

The dotted line is used for the now rare
canico housing inside a plot (canico fences
fall under under the hairline legend as
explained above).

The sawtooth signature represents chapa
(corrugated iron sheet) construction,
mainly used for outside screened off areas,
such as outdoor kitchens or toilet/bath
facilities.

The line-and-sawtooth signifies an area
separated by a brise soleil wall. This is
usually used for openings between in- and
out-doors, for instance in a window or
varanda.

Covered/indoor
areas

Kitchen

Trees

Entrance from
street

Tenant room

Toilet and/or bath

Paved areas

Varanda

Vegetable garden
(vegetable garden)

Shop or vending
stall

Decorative garden

Garage/parking

Chicken pen

Other use

2010 boundary

The corner marks on te drawings are used
in the cases that occupy officially planned
plots and show the outline of the official
plot.
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Case 1

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Polana Caniço A
Planning category: Unplanned
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

House typology: Permanent
Household change: Different family
Habitat change: Sold, new house development
(with neighbouring plots)
neighbour

road

neighbour

Physical changes
House demolished.
2000

Social changes
Household moved to unknown location.

2000

2000

2000
road

Economic changes
House and plot sold to developer.
neighbour

road

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:500

Plot in 2000
(case 4 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:500

neighbour

2010

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Poor

10

2010

2010

road

Family structure: Uninhabited
Economic status: No info

Physical changes
The house has been demolished, and the
plot has been merged with neighboring
plots to provide for a larger constructionsite. A ruin is left in a corner of the new,
bigger plot.

City Context

2010

Physical changes
The plot is still awaiting new construction.

Physical changes
All the trees on the former plots has been
removed, except for one in the northern
part of the new plot.

Physical changes
The new, enlarged plot is walled off from
the neighbours, with visual contact from
the eastern road.

Block Context
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Case 2

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Polana Caniço A
Planning category: Unplanned
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: yes

road

neighbour

neighbour

House typology: Permanent
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Limited development

road

Physical changes
Continues basic quality permanent house, still
finishing, int kitchen and bathroom (septic tank),
garage/workshop (small changes from 2000), new
addition 3 rooms for rental in dependencia (other
2 in main house). Access to pulic water and public
electricity.

2000

2000

2000

2000
neighbour

Social changes
Fairly long term resident (1981/2 - bought from
older resident). Large nuclear family (brother left)
- rent out 5 rooms.

N

road

neighbour

Economic changes
Head continues as metalworker on plot, son now
helps. Still not using shop built before 2000. Medium economic situation.

N
2010

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Plot in 2000
(case 5 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Poor

City Context
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neighbour

road

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Medium

Physical changes
The size and delimitation of the plot has
remained the same, except for a modification along the secondary entryway.
The main house has been expanded, a
garage has been built and an annex was
added at the back of the plot.
A total of five rooms are rented out.

2010

Physical changes
Along with the expansion of the main
house, the kitchen has been significantly
enlarged.
A toilet and bathroom was added close
to the annex, facilitating the backyard
renters.

2010

Physical changes
Many of the trees have been removed
and two areas along the mainhouse has
been paved. The plot now feature a paved
walkway between the mainhouse and the
western neighbour.

2010

neighbour

Physical changes
The driveway has been upgraded to a garage and the kiosk at the front has been
enlarged. The kiosk was intended to be a
barbershop, but has never been used.
The small kiosk at the secondary entrance
has been removed and the space is now
used as an entryway.

Block Context
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Case 3

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Polana Caniço A
Planning category: Unplanned
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

neighbour
house

neighbour
house

2000

Social changes
Bought plot (subdivision) 1997, resides since
1998. Large nuclear family (nephew left).

Plot in 2000
(case 6 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

road

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Medium

2010

Physical changes
The boundaries of the plot has expanded
a bit towards the road, while diminishing
at the north side. An annex has been built
along the northern wall.
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2000

neighbour

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Medium

City Context

2000

road

Economic changes
Head continues as car electrician informal sector,
wife sells nearby on road. Relatively strong economic situation.

2000

neighbour

Physical changes
Good quality permanent house with ext bath.
Now also with ext kitchen and bedroom (also
covered veranda) - dependencia (other 2 in main
house). Access to public water and public electricity.

shaded
area
road

House typology: Permanent
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Significant development

neighbour

neighbour

2010

Physical changes
The combined toilet and bath has been
expanded and is now conjoined with the
main house.
The kitchen was moved out of the main
house and into the annex.

2010

Physical changes
All the open areas on the plot has been
paved. The larger trees were removed
to make way for the varanda, and the
small decorative garden has also been
removed.
A few stretches of decorative planting
along the main house.

2010

road

Physical changes
The plot is now thoroughly walled,
although a passage to the neighbour plot
has been maintained.
A large varanda has been established as
part of the annex.

Block Context
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Case 4-5

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Polana Caniço A
Planning category: Reordered, unofficial
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: yes (only for Case 4)

neighbour

House typology: 4: Precarious / 5: Permanent
Household change: 4: Same family) / 5: Different
family
Habitat change: 4: Limited development, sold
part, new house development / 5: New house
development
Physical changes
4: Sold off half of the plot (2001) and built part
permanent house (2002), still very poor, very
rudimentary ext bathroom, access to publ water
- no electricity. 5: Fairly good quality permanent
house, still finishing, int kitchen and bathroom
(no window, still latrines), occupies nearby all the
plot. Access to public water and electricity. Is acquiring a plot in Kongolte and might move there.

road

2000
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Block Context

2000

2000
neighbour

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Plot in 2000
(case 3 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200
(4)

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Very poor

Family structure: Single parent family
Economic status: Very poor
(5)

Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Medium

City Context

2000

road

Economic changes
4: Head (widow) continues fishing, now with son,
2 other grown-up children have informal sector
work. Sold part of plot to build. Relatively poor
economic situation. 5: Head is bricklayer (prob
formal sector), has bank loan for house. Medium
economic situation.

(5)

neighbour

Social changes
4: Long term residence (before independence).
Large nuclear family, slight changes (1 daughter
died, 2 daughters left but their children sometimes stay). 5: Bought half of the plot above
(2001), extended family (inc brother/sister,
nephew/nieces).

road

neighbour

(4)

road

2010
Physical changes
The plot was subdivided into two smaller
plots, where the original family kept the
northern part (4).
A larger house was built in the southern
part (5), while the original family has
established a permanent house. However,
half of this house is left unfinished.

2010
Physical changes
4: The outdoor toilet is a simple pit latrine
with metal plate shielding, and the
kitchen area is in the roofless part of the
house.
5: Both kitchen, toilet and bath located
inside the house.

2010
Physical changes
Most trees on the plot are now removed
except a large Mafureira tree (4).

2010
Physical changes
4: New entrance to the plot on the south
eastern side.
5: Entrance to the plot through the
garage on the south eastern corner.
The garage and adjacent varanda areas
have visual contact to the street through
grated openings.
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Case 6

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Polana Caniço A
Planning category: Reordered, unofficial
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: yes

road

Physical changes
Part permanent house, still very poor finishing,
ext bathroom (now permanent materials), access
to public water and public electricity.
Social changes
Fairly long term resident (1984-5). Very extended
family, although changed structures (old parents,
son/wife, other siblings and nieces).

neighbour

neighbour

House typology: Permanent/part
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Limited development

neighbour

2000

Economic changes
Head is clerk, wife and daughter domestic workers, another hairdresser and carpenter - however
medium economic situation due to large household.

2000

2000

2000

road

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Poor

Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Medium

neighbour

2010

Physical changes
The plot size remains the same and no
new buildings were constructed on the
site.

City Context
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neighbour

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

neighbour

Plot in 2000
(case 2 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

2010

Physical changes
The toilet and bath is still situated outside
the main house but the outdoor kitchen
has been moved inside the house.

2010

Physical changes
The area between the front of the house
and the road has been paved, and the
trees have been removed. One tree remains in the backyard.

2010

Physical changes
New walls have been constructed towards the street and the neighbour to the
east.
The entrance from the street has been
aligned with the front door of the house.

Block Context
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Case 7

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Polana Caniço A
Planning category: Reordered, unofficial
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

Physical changes
Finished permanent house - son had started
building prior to 2000, now complete - new dependencias being built, ext/int bathrooms. Water
on plot and electricity.
Social changes
Previous plotholder long-time inhabitant of the
area passed away and plot now with son - extended nuclear family.

road

neighbour
house

2000

under
construction

Plot in 2000
(case 1 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:500

2000

neighbour

road

road

2010
Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Poor

2010

2010

2010
neighbour

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Medium

Physical changes
The plot has diminished towards the
northern road and the neighbour to
the east. The family has moved into the
finished main house, and a dependencia
has been built at the back of the plot. Old
house demolished.

20

2000

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:500

Economic changes
Head of family police superintendent, has other
house and cattle in rural area (Magude). Has savings and bank loans - used for new building (for
oldest son). Relatively extremely strong economic
situation.

City Context

2000

neighbour

House typology: Permanent / part
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Significant development

neighbour

road

Physical changes
The formerly separated bathroom and
toilet has been moved inside the buildings with a combined toilet and bath in
both the main house and annex, along
with a dedicated kitchen space in each.

Physical changes
After completion af the main house, a
decorative garden has been established,
with a paved connection to the annex.
Big trees has been cut down.

Physical changes
The new main house has reoriented the
entrances to the western road, where a
varanda has been built. Perimeter wall
built enclosing the entire plot.

Block Context
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Case 8

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Polana Caniço A
Planning category: Reordered, unofficial
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

neighbour

Physical changes
Continues good quality permanent house with
ext bath/latrine. Access to public water and public
electricity. Has other plot and house in Bairro
CMC.
Social changes
Plot allocated by local admin in 1993/5. Small
nuclear family - sister/brother-in-law left.

2000

2000

2000

neighbour

neighbour

House typology: Permanent
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Limited development

2000

Economic changes
Head (widow) continues as primary school teacher (now in 1 public and 1 private school). Medium
economic situation.

neighbour

Family structure: Single parent family with some extensions
Economic status: Medium

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Medium
2010

Physical changes
The boundries of the plot remains the
same, and the main house also stands
unchanged. A new toilet and bathroom
has been built to replace the old one.
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neighbour

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200
neighbour

Plot in 2000
(case 8 in 200 study)
Scale 1:200

City Context

road

2010

Physical changes
The kitchen is still inside the house, while
the outdoor toilet and bathroom has its
own building.

2010

Physical changes
All the trees on the plot have been removed. A paved area is established along
with a new tree at the back of the house.

2010

road

Physical changes
The wall towards the street to the south
and the neighbour to the east has been
upgraded and there is no longer passage
between the two plots.
Visual contact is maintained to the street
with a grated fence and an entrance at
the side.

Block Context
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Case 9

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Polana Caniço A
Planning category: Reordered, unofficial
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

road

Physical changes
Poor quality part permanent house - one extra
room finished, one in construction, no windows
yet. No bathroom/latrine. Buy water from neighbour, no electricity.
Social changes
Bought plot and 2 room house 1984. Extended
nuclear family (inc 2 grandchildren).

neighbour

2000

2000

2000

2000

road

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Very poor

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Very poor

neighbour

Plot in 2000
(case 7 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

neighbour

Economic changes
Head continues as telephonist in Military Hospital
(near retirement), grown-up daughter works as
domestic (grown-up son left home). Relatively
poor economic situation.

neighbour

neighbour

House typology: Permanent / part
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Limited development

neighbour

2010

Physical changes
The boundaries of the plot remains
the same but the main house has been
expanded with two new rooms, however
one still without a roof.
A new toilet and bath has been added as
a screened of area at the back of the lot.
City Context
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2010

Physical changes
The kitchen has been moved into the
room without roof in the main house.
A combined toilet and bath has substituted the old divided facility.

2010

Physical changes
No changes has been made outdoor
spaces of the plot. One large Mafureira
tree remains at the side of the house.

2010

Physical changes
As the main house was expanded, the
opening to the neighbouring plot was
obstructed and direct passage between
the two plots is no longer possible.
The smaller opening to the neighbour on
the western side has also been walled off.

Block Context
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Case 10

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Polana Caniço A
Planning category: Unplanned
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no
road

House typology: Permanent / part
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Limited development

neighbour

neighbour

Physical changes
Part permanent house now extended with bedroom and kitchen. Ext canico bedroom retained,
also ext bath/latrine. Buy water from neighbour,
have electricity.
Social changes
Plot allocated by local admin 1989/91. Nuclear
family - brother/sister-in-law + children left.
Economic changes
Head continues as a guard - only income. Relatively poor economic situation.

2000

2000

2000

2000

road
road

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Very poor

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Poor

2010

City Context
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Block Context

neighbour

neighbour

Plot in 2000
(case 11 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

Physical changes
The plot has been enlarged to the north
while slightly diminished towards the
road to the south.
The main house has been expanded and
two screened off areas has been erected
around it.
The canico annex is still in use.

2010
Physical changes
The canico bath and toilet has been demolished and is now separated into two
separate stalls in conjunction with the
main house is now inside thekitchen.

2010
Physical changes
The trees have been removed except for
one big tree close to the main house.
A paved pathway has been established
along the northern facade of the house.

2010

road

Physical changes
The entrance is still on the northern side
of the plot where visual contact from the
road is maintained through a low hedge.
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Case 13

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Polana Caniço A
Planning category: Unplanned
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: yes

neighbour

House typology: Precarious
Household change: Different family
Habitat change: Plot sold, limited development

2000

Social changes
Plot/house bought 2002. New slightly extended
nuclear family (inc 1 niece).

2000

2000

neighbour

road

Physical changes
New part permanent house (extended dependencia) with 1 previous canico room and other new
canico room. Very basic bath/latrine. Access to
public water and electricity.

2000

road

neighbour

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Poor

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear with some extensions
Economic status: Very poor

2010

Physical changes
The overall plot size had diminished, and
all the old buildings have been replaced.
The main house has a permanent blockwall part.
A dependencia has been built.

City Context
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2010

Physical changes
A kitchen has been established in the
canico part of the main house. A new
screened off toilet and bath has been
built within the new boundaries of the
plot.

2010

Physical changes
The vegetable garden and cluster of trees
on the northern end of the plot were lost
after the plot boundaries were re-adjusted.
A new vegetable garden has been established as an L-shape around the main
house.

neighbour

Plot in 2000
(case 15 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

road

Economic changes
Head worked as bricklayer in RSA, now for S
African firm near Mozal, brother also. Medium
economic situation.

2010

road

Physical changes
After the re-adjustment, the new plot has
been completely walled in.
The entrance is in the same location but
the two selling stands are no longer there.

Block Context
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Case 14

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Polana Caniço A
Planning category: Unplanned
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

road

Physical changes
New part permanent house (extended dependencia) with int kitchen, ext bathroom/septic tank.
Access to public water and public elec.

2000

2000

2000

road

neighbour

House typology: Precarious
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Significant development

2000

neighbour

Social changes
Plot bought (prev. vegetable garden) 1998. Large
slightly extended nuclear family (inc 1 niece).
road

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Poor

2010

Physical changes
The plot has been expanded and the old
canico houses have been demolished and
replaced by a block-wall structure at the
back of the plot, while a large front yard is
left open.

City Context
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2010

Physical changes
The former screened off toilet/bath and
kitchen has been demolished.
The kitchen is now located inside the
main house, while the combined toilet
and bath is located in a new detached
structure.

2010

Physical changes
All the trees of the original plot have been
removed. In the new front yard, there is a
large and a smaller tree in the north west
corner.

road

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Plot in 2000
(case 14 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Medium

neighbour

Economic changes
Head continues as electrician - now in RSA. No
other income. Medium economic situation.

2010

neighbour

Physical changes
The new plot has been completely walled,
with an entrance in the north east corner.

Block Context
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Case 15

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Ferroviário
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

road

House typology: Permanent/part
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Limited development

road

neighbour

Physical changes
Slightly extended part permanent house (+1
room), no windows. Ext bath/latrine. Water
bought from neighbour, as elec.
Social changes
Plot allocated by City Council 1986. Slightly extended nuclear family (inc sister of wife).
2000

2000

2000

2000

Economic changes
Head has military pension, still works vegetable
garden in Boane. Relatively poor economic situation.

neighbour

Plot in 2000
(case 16 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Poor

City Context
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road

neighbour

road

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200
2010

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Very poor

Physical changes
The main house has been remodeled
and expanded with an extra room. A new
screened off area for bath/toilet has also
been built at the back of the plot.

2010

Physical changes
Cooking still takes place outside the back
of the house, while a bathroom built with
blocks replace the canico structure.

2010

Physical changes
Many trees have been remove and there
is no longer a vegetable garden on the
plot.

2010

neighbour

Physical changes
The plot has been walled towards the
neighbors, obstructing a former passage
to the west. Entrance and visual contact
to the road is maintained through a
hedge.

Block Context
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Case 16

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Ferroviário
Planning category: Planned unofficial
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no
road

House typology: Permanent/part
Household change: Different family
Habitat change: Plot sold, limited development

road

neighbour

Physical changes
Now extended permanent house (although still
ext bat/latrine). Has separate 1 room dependencia. Access to public water and public elec. Has
other plot Mateque/Marracuene.
Social changes
Bought plot/house from cousin 2002. Fairly large
extended family.

2000

2000

2000

2000

neighbour

Economic changes
Informal sector electrician, no other incomes.
Medium economic situation.

road

neighbour

road

Plot in 2000
(case 17 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Rich

City Context
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Block Context

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Poor

2010

Physical changes
The plot has been significantly enlarged
and the main house expanded. Three
detached buildings has been constructed
at the boundary of the plot.

2010

Physical changes
The former dependencia has been
demolished, and a new toilet has been
constructed at the south west corner of
the plot.

2010

Physical changes
The original trees have all been removed,
but an array of new trees are growing on
the plot, mainly clustered in the north
west corner of the plot.

2010

neighbour

Physical changes
The new boundaries of the plot features
wall enclosure towards the two neigbours
while visual contact to the road continues
through hedges on the north and west
side.
The shape of the plot is tapering towards
the entrance at the road junction north
west of the house.
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Case 17

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Ferroviário
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

neighbour

Physical changes
Remains part permanent house (dependencia
2 divisions) + ext bath/latrine. Buy water from
neighbour, no elec.
Social changes
Plot still rented (owner nearby) - this tenant since
2007. Small nuclear family (arrived from north
2004).

2000

2000

2000

neighbour

neighbour

House typology: Permanent/part
Household change: Different family
Habitat change: Still rented, no development

2000

road

neighbour

2010

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Plot in 2000
(case 18 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Very poor

City Context
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Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Very poor

Physical changes
The size and layout of the plot remains.
New toilet in a screened off area close to
the garden.

2010

Physical changes
The bathroom continues to be located
inside the main house, while the toilet
has been moved to an out-house.

2010

Physical changes
The main house has a paved strip along
the facade, connecting the entrance.
Several trees have grown large and
defines the yard space of the plot, while
others have been cut down.
The plot still features a small vegetable
garden near the main house.

neighbour

neighbour

Economic changes
Head is guard - no other incomes. Relatively poor
economic situation.

2010

road

Physical changes
The passage to the neighbour has been
blocked and the plot is now completely
walled in.
The plot now features two entrances
from the main road instead of the original
centered one.

Block Context
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Case 18

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro. Laulane
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

road

road

Physical changes
Significantly extended permanent house (although bath/kitchen still ext), also has full 3 room
dependencia. Access to private water and public
elec.

neighbour

House typology: Permanent/part
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Significant development

Social changes
Still long term resident (1970), extended nuclear
family.

2000

2000

2000

2000

Economic changes
Head (widow) is still hospital “servente”, 1 son also
works in hospital and 1 daughter in informal sector food. Medium economic situation.

neighbour

road

neighbour

road

Plot in 2000
(case 19 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Very poor

City Context
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Block Context

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200
2010

Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Medium

Physical changes
The plot has become slightly narrower
along the roads to the north and west,
and extended at the back of the plot.
The main house has been expanded and
a dependencia has been built at the far
back.

2010
Physical changes
The former screened off bath and toilet
area has been replaced with a permanent
building. The kitchen is still located outside the main house.

2010
Physical changes
The number of trees have diminished
with three remaining along the western
border of the plot.
The plot also has a chicken pen in connection to the kitchen

2010

neighbour

Physical changes
A grated fence with two doors form the
entrance from the road on the north
side of the plot. One of these entrances
lead you to the varanda area of the main
house, which maintains visual contact
with the road. The western boundary is
defined by a hedge.
The plot is walled towards both neighbours.
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Case 19

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: 3 de Fevereiro
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 1990
Anthropological study: no

neighbour

road

neighbour

House typology: Precarious
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Limited development
Physical changes
Unfinished permanent part house - rooms
without windows yet. Ext bath/latrine. No on-site
water, use improved latrine, no elec. Cook outside.
Social changes
Previous plotholder (who was very recent in 1990)
- still lives in Magude, mother on plot as single
parent family.

1990

1990

1990

1990

road

neighbour

road

neighbour

Economic changes
Head of family receives some financial assistance
from son, works vegetable gardens, sell very little.
Relatively very poor economic situation.

2010

Plot in 1990
(case VII in 1990 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Single parent family
Economic status: Very poor

City Context
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2010

2010

2010

road

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Singe person household with some extension
Economic status: Very poor

Physical changes
The plot boundaries have been distorted
a bit from the orginal rectangular shape,
as the enclosure has taken form.
A permanent main house has been built
next to the original canico structure,
which has been halfed in size.
The original toilet house has been replaced.

Physical changes
A kitchen has been established in the
canico, and a new toilet and bathroom
has been built.

Physical changes
Most of the plot was originally utilised as
a vegetable garden.
The new layout also contains large
vegetable garden areas but the system
of walkways and open spaces is different
and multiple trees have been planted as
well.

Physical changes
A brickwall has been built towards the
western neighbour. A hedge marks the
boundary to the northern neighbour and
the two sides that also has visual contact
between the road and house.

Block Context
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Case 20-25

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro. 3 de Fevereiro
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 1990
Anthropological study: no

road

road

(25)

1990

(21)
Plot in 1990
(case V in 1990 study)
Scale 1:500

1990

1990

1990

neighbour

(22)
Plot in 2010
Scale 1:500

road

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Medium

road

(20) Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Rich

(21) Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Rich

Social changes
Prev plotholder (4 plots - curandeira) sold 1995.
20: New small nuclear family (inc niece, daughter
is in RSA) - wife trained as accountant but studying 10 class. 21: New slightly extended nuclear
family (inc niece) wife in university. 22: New small
extended “straddling” family (husband in RSA,
brother lives with her). 23: Possibly sold subdivision. New small extended “straddling” family
- father in RSA, mother goes back and forth. 24:
New single parent family (separated + 2 nieces/3
grandchildren. 25: New nuclear family.
Economic changes
20: Head of family (HoF) is vet (min Toursim) only income. 21: HoF is Tec Med in Min Finances,
wife is local primary schoool teacher. 22: HoF
works in RSA, wife has shop in plot. 23: HoF
works as “chefe” in mines in RSA, wife buys and
sells clothes - have economic vegetable garden
Manhica. 24: Sells at corner, niece sells in market
nearby. Has 1 sister next door and other sister in
Police Bairro nearby. 25: HoF works in factory,
wife buys and sells RSA clothes. Has 1 sister next
door
42 and and other sister in Police Bairro nearby.

(24)

road

Physical changes
Previous “rural hospital disappeared, 4 plots
sold. 20: Permanent partial house (started 1997)
+ perm anexos (coz. bedroom, bath/lat 2007).
Small animal production. 21: Permanent house
inc perm anexos (coz. bedrm, bath/lat, store,
garage). High degree of finish. Paved land. Is
trying to legalise land. 22: Permanent house inc
perm anexos (shop, bath/latrine, dependencia
2 div garage). High degree of finish. Paved land.
23: Permanent house inc perm anexos (bath/
latrine). Still needs external finishings. Part paved
land. Are building new house in CMC to possibly
rent this one. 24: Small secondary sub-division
of neighbour sister’s plot. Unfinished permanent
part house. Ext bath/latr. Cook behind house. 25:
Unfinished permanent part house. Ext bath/latr.
Cook behind house.

(23)

road

(20)

House typology: 20-22: Permanent, 23-25: Permanent/part
Household change: 20-25: Different family
Habitat change: 20-25. Plots sold, significant
devlopment.

2010

2010

2010

2010

neighbour

(22) Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Rich

(23) Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Medium

(24) Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Very poor

(25) Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Poor

City Context

Physical changes
The original plot has been divided into
six smaller plots. The subdivision follows
the formally planned pattern as a division into four standart plots, where one
of them has been further subdivided into
three small plots.
The result is a dense area with permanent
main houses on each, and dependencias
on the three larger plots.

Physical changes
All the new houses have in-house kitchen
except case 20. Case 21 and 22 have
separated toilet/bathrooms while thecase
23, 24 and 25 have a combined toilet and
bathroom.

Physical changes
The abundance of trees on the plot have
all been removed. A few trees have been
planted. Case 21, 22 and 23 have pavement on roughly all of the outside areas,
while case 20 has paved areas around the
main house.
Decorative gardens are seen in cases 20
and 21 while case 22 and 23 also features
small gardens near the main house.

Physical changes
Case 20 and 22 both have varandas facing
the road at the plot entrance.
Case 20 has a kiosk by the road, while
case 21 has a garage on the plot. Case 22
has both.

Block Context
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Case 26-27

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: 3 de Fevereiro
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 1990
Anthropological study: no

neighbour

N

road

1990

road reserve

Social changes
26: Was allocated by City Council 1989 (bought?)
- neighbours house was in road next door when
they lost 2 m of land (see below). New large
nuclear family. 27: Previous plotholder original of
the area. Extended nuclear family with grown-up
sons/daughters.

(27)

1990

1990

1990

neighbour

neighbour
road reserve

(26)

road

Physical changes
26: Finished permanent part house (extended dependencia), with church at front. Access to private
water and electricity. Ext and int bathroom, int
kitchen. Want to build a house with 3 bedrooms
in front. 27: Finished permanent house (old house
in road not used, waiting city council action), ext
kitchen and bath/latrine (prev int kitchen now).
Access to private water and public elec.

neighbour

road

House typology: 26: Permanent.
27: Permanent/part
Household change: 26: Different family.
27: Same family
Habitat change:26-27: Significant development.

N

road

Economic changes
26: Head of family has vegetable garden in Xinavane, works with 2 sons. Is also pastor of church
on plot not functioning. 27: Head of family works
as driver for city centre firm, some children also
work. Have family vegetable garden.

Plot in 1990
(case X in 1990 study)
Scale 1:500

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:500
(26) Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Medium

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Poor

City Context
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Block Context

neighbour

neighbour

(27) Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Medium

2010

Physical changes
The plot has been split into two separate
plots. The road reserve is being respected
and the house in the reserve is abandoned. Case 26 has built a permanent
house at the back of the lot with several
solitary dependencias relating to the
street.
Case 27 has kept the original house in
the road reserve but has also built a new
main house on the plot.

2010

Physical changes
Case 26 has kitchen and bath in the main
house, while the toilet is in a separate
permanent building.
Case 27 has a kitchen house and a combined toilet/bathhouse in an annex. An
extra toilet is located in the road reserve
area.

2010

Physical changes
Case 26 has a paved driveway that is
connected to a paved area in front of the
main house. The building layout forms a
courtyard with a decorative garden and a
central mafureira tree.
TheCase 27 plot features several scattered
trees and a large vegetable garden on the
northern half of the plot. In front of the
mainhouse there is a decorative garden
and by thetoilet/bathroom there is a
chicken pen.

2010

neighbour

Physical changes
Both cases have entrances towards the
road to the south, while being walled off
towards the neighbors.
Case 26 has a varanda facing the street
and the driveway leads to a garage. Additionally, a kiosk and a chapel has been
built by the southern road.
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Case 28

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro. 3 de Fevereiro
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 1990
Anthropological study: no

neighbour

neighbour

Physical changes
Continues in 2 plots (1 undeveloped for wife),
main permanent house expanded (garage
became verandah, new front verandah, new bedroom), new anexos built. Access to private water
supply and public elec. General aspect significantly improved.

road

House typology: Permanent/part
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Limited development

1990

1990

1990

1990

Social changes
Polygamous “straddling” family (still - 1 wife
perhaps with family head?) - part lives in RSA with
family who has been miner since at least 1990 occupied area 1983.

neighbour

2010

Plot in 1990
(case III in 1990 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Medium
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road

neighbour

Economic changes
Continuing to live mainly on remittance - relatively weak economic situation however. Investment
seems not very recent.

City Context

road

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Medium

Physical changes
The plot boundaries has been reconfigured to conform with the official planning. The family now takes up two official
plots where the mainhouse has been
expanded, while two solitary dependencias have been added within the new
boundaries.

2010

Physical changes
The original kitchen, toilet and bath was
lost in the reconfiguration of the boundaries. A new kitchen has been established
in the dependencia closest to the main
house, and the toilet/bath has been built
in the corner of the plot.

2010

Physical changes
All the original trees are gone, but many
new ones have been planted.

2010

road

Physical changes
Where the plot was previously separated
from the road with a light fence, a hedge
has now been established with an entrance on the south side.
A varanda also faces the southern road.
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Case 29-30

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: 3 de Fevereiro
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 1990
Anthropological study: no (yes for Case 30)

(29)
House typology: 29: Permanent/part. 30: Permanent
Household change: 29: Same family. 30: Different
family
Habitat change: 29: Some development, other
plot sold? 30: Significant development.

(29)

road

under
construction

1990
road reserve
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1990

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:500

road

neighbour

road

neighbour

(29) Family structure: Uninhabited
Economic status: No info
Family structure: Single parent family
Economic status: Medium

2010

2010

2010

2010

road

road

(30) Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Rich

Physical changes
The original house (29) remains while a
new dependencia is being built on the
plot, that now follows the official plot
layout.
Case 30 also follows the official planning
scheme and features a main house, toilet/
bath and a precarious dependencia.

City Context

1990

road reserve

Plot in 1990
(case II in 1990 study)
Scale 1:500

Social changes
29: Prev owner born in the area 1950, died 2007,
house now belongs to daughter who does not
live there (Matola). No family currently. 30: New
family 1990, extended family structure.

1990

road

Physical changes
29: Previous rural home space partly straddling
new road reserve - now 2 new plots, see below.
Permanent part house (old) and new permanent
part house being constructed - access to private
water supply, putting in elec. Has CECM doc. 30:
Plot ceded from above (?), permanent house built
(oldish), no water but public elec. Has CECM document?

Economic changes
29: Ownership continues in relatively strong economic situation - expanding house in preparation
to rent. 30: Seems now relatively weak economic
situation - father worked in RSA and then built
house, now only does biscated, high dependancy.

(30)

Physical changes
Case 29 has a kitchen inside the main
house and a screened off toilet and bathroom outside.
Case 30 are using one dependencia as
kitchen, while a toilet/bathroom is established as a permanent structure in the
north east corner of the plot.

Physical changes
The original trees on the plots are no
longer there. Instead, new ones has been
planted on each plot.
Case 29 has a decorative garden in front
of the original house, while case 30 features a vegetable garden in the western
end of the plot.

Physical changes
Both plots have access to the southern
road, and maintains visual contact with it
through a hedge.
Case 29 is walled off towards both neighbors. Case 30 is deliminated with a hedge.
Case 30 has a small selling stand by the
road to the south.

Block Context
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Case 31

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro. 3 de Fevereiro
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 1990
Anthropological study: no

neighbour

Physical changes
Very unfinished permanent part house. Ext bath/
lat. No direct access to water or elec.
Social changes
Unclear link with previous plotholder - possible
aunt sold. Current plotholder’s brother was allocated plot 1990. Single parent family (a partner
recent left).

1990

1990

1990

neighbour

neighbour

House typology: Precarious
Household change: Different family
Habitat change: Significant development

1990

Economic changes
Head of family sells in market in city centre area.
Relatively poor economic situation.

road

Plot in 1990
(case XIV in 1990 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Poor

City Context
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Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Single parent nuclear family
Economic status: Very poor

2010

Physical changes
The plot has lost a 1m wide strip to the
nighbour along the eastern boundary.
The original canico structures are gone,
and a new permanent house has been
erected near the road to the south.
Half of the new main house is unfinished.

2010

Physical changes
The toilet/bath is still located at the far
back of the plot, although a new screened
off area has been established.
The kitchen has been moved from a
canico structure into the unfinished main
house.

2010

Physical changes
The original plot featured a large vegetable garden, and many smaller trees on the
plot.
Only three large trees remains, and the
vegetable garden has been reduced to
a smaller area in the north east corner of
the plot.

neighbour

neighbour

neighbour

2010

road

Physical changes
The plot is now walled off towards the
northern and western neighbours. A
hedge has been planted to the east and
by the road.

Block Context
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Case 32

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: 3 de Fevereiro
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 1990
Anthropological study: yes

neighbour

House typology: Precarious
Household change: Different family
Habitat change: Significant development
Physical changes
Highly finished permanent house with extensive
anexos (full dependencia, garage etc). Paved land.
Direct access to water and elec. Has 2 plots Gwava
and 1 Ndhavela.
1990

Social changes
Previous plotholder sold - parents of current
plotholder bought plot/house 2000, moved there
2003. Extended single parent family (inc adult
sister with children).

1990

1990

neighbour

Plot in 1990
(case XV in 1990 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Single parent family
Economic status: Poor

2010

2010

neighbour

neighbour

2010
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1990

road

Economic changes
Head of family works in admin at Univ, sister does
wedding decorations, 1 daughter works in beer
factory. Relatively very strong economic situation.

City Context

neighbour

road

2010

neighbour

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Single parent family with extensions
Economic status: Very strong

Physical changes
The plot has been significantly developed: A mainhouse has been erected
with a large dependencia at the back,
forming a passage with a small courtyard
between the two houses.

Physical changes
Both the mainhouse and the dependencia has a kitchen and toilet/bath inside
the house.

Physical changes
The original trees and vegetable garden
has been removed. The area between
the two current buildings is paved, with
a small decorative garden in front of the
main house by the road.

Physical changes
The mainhouse has varanda facing the
garden and road.
A garage has been built in connection
to the dependencia, and the paved area
running from the street is being used as a
driveway.

Block Context
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Case 33-34

Plot size and layout
(33)

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls
road

(34)

neighbour

House typology: 33: Permanent. 34: Permanent
Household change: 33: Same family. 34: Different
family.
Habitat change: 33-34: Significant development.
Physical changes
33: Newly extended house permanent part house
inc perm anexos (bath/coz/bedrm/garage). Access to private water (has int bathroom also) and
public elec. Still needs some external finishings.
34: Unfinished permanent part house - rooms
without windows? Ext bath/latr. No on-site water,
use improved latrine, no elec. Cook outside.

1990

1990

1990

neighbour

Bairro. 3 de Fevereiro
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 1990
Anthropological study: no

Bathroom and kitchen

1990

Social changes
33: Previous plotholder original of the area, father
of current? Slightly extended “straddling” family.
34: New plotholder - ceded land by cousin 1992.
Slightly extended nuclear family.

neighbour

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Plot in 1990
(case VI in 1990 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Rich
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(33)

(34)

Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Medium

Family structure: Nuclear family with
some extensions
Economic status: Medium

2010

Physical changes
Where the original family previously occupied two formal plots, a division into
two plots has since taken place.
In both cases a permanent house has
been constructed at the back of the plot.

2010

Physical changes
Case 33 has both a kitchen and a separated toilet and bath inside the house.
In case 34, both the kitchen and a combined toilet/bath is located in screened
off areas built in connection to the main
house.

2010

Physical changes
The large vegetable garden on the original plot is no longer there. Several trees
have been planted since the division of
the plot and some have grown big.

neighbour

road

Economic changes
33: Head of family works in RSA, also brings
clothes to sell. Has vegetable garden in Moamba
for food. Medium economic situation. 34: Head
of family retired burse, wife works in creche. Has
vegetable garden for food. Relatively poor situation.

City Context

neighbour

2010

neighbour

Physical changes
Both plots are completely walled off
towards the neighbours and road. Case
34 has a grated wall that maintains visual
contact with the road, while case 33 has
a gate which opens towards a driveway
that leads to a garage.
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Case 35

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: 3 de Fevereiro
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 1990
Anthropological study: no

neighbour

Physical changes
Finished permanent part house (extended dependencia) with int/ext kitchen, ext bathroom,
garage/ext bedroom. Access to private water and
public elec. Has DUAT.

road

neighbour

House typology: Precarious
Household change: Different family
Habitat change: Significant development

road

Social changes
Previous plotholder sold - current bought plot
1993, moved there 2003. Large nuclear family.

1990

1990

1990

1990
neighbour

road

neighbour

Economic changes
Head of family prof. technician in Min Ind & Commerce. Relatively strong economic situation.

road

2010

Physical changes
A main house has been built in the back
of the plot, and a dependencia has been
built on the eastern side along the road.
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2010

2010

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Plot in 1990
(case XII in 1990 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Single parent family
Economic status: Poor

2010

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Rich

Physical changes
Kitchen and bathroom is inside the main
house.
The dependencia also has its own toilet/
bath.

Physical changes
The plot no longer features a vegetable
garden, and most of the trees have been
removed.
A couple of trees are standing in the middle of the plot and the main house has a
decorative garden.
Along the western wall is a chicken pen.

Physical changes
The entrance to the plot is on the corner
by the road junction.
Next to the entrance is a gate for cars to
enter the garage in the dependencia.
The plot is walled and the varanda has no
visual contact to the road.
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Case 36

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: 3 de Fevereiro
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 1990
Anthropological study: no

road

House typology: Permanent
Household change: Plot cleared
Habitat change: Sold, new house development
(with neighbouring plots).

neighbour

road

Physical changes
Demolition of prev permanent house, extra plots
added, large new permanent house in construction.

neighbour

Social changes
Well off family sold house and plot. No details of
current family yet.

1990

1990

1990

1990
road

road

neighbour

Economic changes
Gentrification - new owner important local businessman - relatively extremely strong financial
situation.

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:500

Plot in 1990
(case I in 1990 study)
Scale 1:500

2010

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Rich

City Context
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Family structure: No info
Economic status: Very rich

Physical changes
All the previous buildings have been
demolished.
Now, a total of four plots have been
occupied and a new large villa is being
erected.

2010

Physical changes
The house is currently under construction

2010

Physical changes
The big house is under construction. The
annexed plot in the south east corner has
two trees that were left standing.

2010

road

Physical changes
The new plot is completely walled in, with
an entrance in the north east corner.

Block Context
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Case 37

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: 3 de Fevereiro
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

neighbour

Physical changes
Unfinished permanent part house - rooms without windows yet. Ext bath/latr. No on-site water,
use improved patrine, no elec. Cook outside.
Social changes
Previous plotholder original of the area, father of
current plotholder. Now slightly extended family
with tenants.

1990

1990

1990

neighbour

neighbour

House typology: Permanent/part
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Limited development

1990

road

neighbour

2010

Plot in 1990
(case IX in 1990 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Poor

City Context
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2010

2010

neighbour

neighbour

Economic changes
Head of family biscates, vegetable garden shared
with others in the family - has 5 tenants (very
small house) - brother lives next too? Relatively
very poor economic situation.

2010

road

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Very poor

Physical changes
The plot has expanded a bit towards the
neighbour to the north.
The main house has been doubled in size
and a new toilet area has been established.

Physical changes
A screened new off area has been built for
toilet/bath facilities.
Cooking takes place outside the main
house on a spot along the eastern wall.

Physical changes
The plot no longer features a vegetable
garden, but has a large backyard with
three big trees.

Physical changes
A wall separates the plot with its neighbours to the north and east.
Towards the western neighbour and the
road, the plot is bordered by a hedge.
Visual contact to the street is maintained
with the plot entrance, at the side of the
house.
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Case 38

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: 3 de Fevereiro
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

neighbour

road

Physical changes
Previous permanent house, still unfinished and
some alterations to previous and new dependencias. Buy water from neighbour, but public elec.

neighbour

House typology: Permanent
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Limited development

Social changes
Continued large extended family (occupied
1980/4) - includes tenant (recent).
2000

Economic changes
Head and various others sell on the plot, inc
alchohol, also have vegetable garden - relatively
poor economic situation.

2000

2000

2000

road

road

neighbour

neighbour

Plot in 2000
(case 27 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200
road

2010

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Poor

City Context
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Block Context

Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Very poor

Physical changes
The main house and depencencia has
remained largely unaltered.
A new permanent dependencia structure
has replaced the scattered canico houses
on the northern part of the plot, where
two rooms are now being rented out.
The plot has been narrowed around 1m
on the western side.

2010

Physical changes
Both the toilet/bath and kitchen have
been upgraded to block wall constructions.
The kitchen is partially roofed while the
toilet and bath are screened off areas.

2010

Physical changes
A few trees have been removed but a
large one remains.
The paved area by the main house has
been extended along the first dependencia.

2010

Physical changes
Entrance to the plot is still in the south
west corner, where visual contact to the
road is maintained through a hedge on
either side.
The rest of the plot is walled off from the
neighbours and street.
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Case 39

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Mahotas
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 1990
Anthropological study: no

neighbour

Physical changes
Finished permanent part house (dependencia)
with int/ext kitchen, ext bathroom, garage. Access
to private water and public elec. Plans to build 2
storey house in front now finished studies.
Social changes
Previous plotholder sold - current bought existing
house in 2000. Nuclear family.

1990

1990

1990

neighbour

neighbour

House typology: Permanent
Household change: Different family
Habitat change: Significant development

1990

Economic changes
Head of family specialist in Min Educ, sell clothes
on plot (had vegetable garden). Relatively strong
economic situation.

road

neighbour

neighbour

path

road

2010
Plot in 1990
(case XII in 1990 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Medium
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Block Context

2010

2010

2010

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Rich

Physical changes
The original houses have all been demolished, and a new dependencia type
house has been built at the back of the
plot.
The plot boundaries are now confined to
the planned area.

Physical changes
Both kitchen and toilet/bath are situated
on the inside the house.

Physical changes
Where the plot originally featured a large
vegetable garden surrounding the two
main buildings, the yard is now empty
with only two trees.

Physical changes
The entire plot is walled off from the
neighbours, and there is an entrance
towards the road to the south as well as
a car gate that leads to a driveway. A garage has been established in connection
with the house.
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Case 40

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Mahotas
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 1990
Anthropological study: yes
vegetable
garden

road

House typology: Permanent
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Significant development
Physical changes
Prev transition rural home space adjusted and
expanded into 3 plots, prev permanent house
(1987) extended (new front verndah 1999), new
perm anexos and new perm shop at front + wall
(2008). Access to private water and public elect.
Small animal production.

vegetable
garden

1990

Social changes
Long term resident (<1990 - family of regulo). Was
extended family, now more nuclear (mother no,
brother and wife no, but with 2 ‘filhas da igreja’).
Grown up children living at home.

neighbour

Plot in 1990
(case IV in 1990 study)
Scale 1:500

road

road

neighbour

road

2010
Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Very rich

2010

2010

2010

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Rich

Physical changes
The plot has been redefined to comprise
some of the neighbouring lots. However,
the new boundaries of the plot has cut
through the secondary house, that is now
only partially used. Several extra constructions has been done on site.
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1990

1990

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:500

Economic changes
Continues relatively strong economic situation
- worked in Water Co but lost job, now conta
proprio small truck transport from RSA to supermarkets - also wife still does sewing. Have several
vegetable gardens which bring in food and
money.

City Context

1990

Physical changes
Kitchen facilities are located in both the
main house and secondary house (yet
outside in the latter).
A divided toilet/bath has been established outside, as a screened off area.

Physical changes
The large vegetable garden surrounding
the plot is no longer there but a small
vegetable garden is maintained in the
north west corner of the plot.
There are many trees on the plot, and two
chicken pens are still in use.

Physical changes
The plot has been walled in, except
towards the neighbour on the north
east side of the plot, where an espinhosa
defines the boundary.
The entrance is located towards the road
to the east, along with a small shop which
is not in use.
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Case 41

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Mahotas
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

neighbour

Physical changes
Previous part permanent house extened (now 4
rooms inc kitchen. Previous other new part permanent house (2 room dependencia), completed.
2 ext bath/latrines. Private water and public elec.
Plot now aligned to new boundary. Has other plot
in Kongolote.
2000

Social changes
Continues with son of previous plotholder (parents were original in area c 1970s) - 2 nuclear
families (other of brother).

2000

2000

road

neighbour

House typology: Permanent/part
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Limited development

2000

road

neighbour

Plot in 2000
(case 29 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Poor

City Context
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Block Context

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Two nucelar families
Economic status: Medium

2010

Physical changes
The plot has lost a narrow strip to the
west, while the dependencia at the back
has been expanded to a total of four
rooms. The building at the front of the
plot has now been roofed.
The canico houses has been demolished,
and several new screened off enclosures
has been constructed.
The plot confines to the planning of the
neighbourhood.

2010

Physical changes
The kitchen is located in the house at the
back, with a screened off extension to the
cooking area outside. Both toilet and bath
have walled off enclosures outside of the
houses.

2010

Physical changes
Many of trees have been removed from
the plot, while a new vegetable garden has been established withing the
premise, along with a larger extension of
the external vegetable garden to the east.

road

neighbour

Economic changes
Both heads continue in informal construction,
wives have vegetable gardens with some sales on
plot. Medium economic situation.

2010

road

Physical changes
A continuous wall has been established
around the plot, with an opening towards the external vegetable garden.
Towards the street there is a hedge with
an entrance in the middle, which curves
all the way around the vegetable garden
which, in practice, is considered a part of
the plot.
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Case 42

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Mahotas
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

neighbour

Physical changes
Previous part permanent house on edge of plot/
road reserve retained and some improvement,
new part permanent house (2 room dependencia), ext bath/lat and kitcehn. Private water and
public elec.

2000

2000

2000

road reserve

road

path

Plot in 2000
(case 28 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family with some extensions
Economic status: Poor

City Context
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Block Context

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Poor

2010

Physical changes
The perimeter has been slightly redefined
and a permanent structure has been built
at the north edge of the plot.
No action has been taken to accomodate
the road reserve and in practice the occupants consider the road reserve as part
of their plot.

2010

Physical changes
The kitchen is still situated outside, while
the toilet/bath has been established as
a screened off area in connection to the
house.

2010

Physical changes
The scattered vegetable gardens on the
plot have been reduced to a small square
in the north west corner, and a small
paved area has been added in front of the
house.
Trees have been cut down so that the
remaining ones form a larger open space
in the middle of the plot.

neighbour

neighbour

neighbour

Economic changes
Head is draughtsperson and builder (as before),
they have vegetable garden and mother sometimes does batiques. Medium economic situation.

2000
road reserve

Social changes
Continues with son of previous plotholder (grandmother was original in area ca 1970) - nuclear
family.

neighbour

neighbour

House typology: Permanent/part
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Limited development

2010

road

Physical changes
The surrounding wall has been strengthened towards the road and along the
house at the back.
The hedge by the northern neighbour
now has an opening that allows passage
to street which in fact should continue
and cut through the plot.
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Case 43

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Mahotas
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 1990
Anthropological study: yes

neighbour

Physical changes
Very unfinished permanent part house - much
same as 1990. New improved latrine - no direct
access water or elec.

road

neighbour

House typology: Permanent/part
Household change: Different family
Habitat change: Limited development

vegetable
garden

Social changes
Previous plotholder original of the area, developed 1990 (family sold some plots received).
Single parent nuclear family.
1990

Economic changes
Head of family and eldest son biscates, wife
vegetable garden. Relatively very poor economic
situation.

1990

1990

1990

road

neighbour

neighbour

road

Plot in 1990
(case XI in 1990 study)
Scale 1:200

City Context
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Block Context

Family structure: Single parent
Economic status: Medium

2010

2010

2010

2010

Physical changes
The plot boundaries has been formalised
into the planned rectangular shape.
The original precarious buildings are
gone but the permanent main house
remains, even though it is transgressing
the plot boundaries into neighbour to the
west.

Physical changes
Cooking takes place outside, but now in
connection to the house in a dedicated
screened off area.
The toilet/bath has been moved to the far
south east corner of the plot.

Physical changes
The size of the vegetable garden has
drastically decreased, and the plot now
features fewer and smaller trees.

Physical changes
A wall has been erected towards the
neighbour to the north. The rest of the
plot is surrounded by a hedge, with an
entrance from the road in the north east
corner.

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Very poor
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Case 44-47

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Mahotas
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 1990
Anthropological study: no

House typology: 44: Permanent/part. 45: Permanent/
part. 46: Precarious. 47: Permanent.
Household change: 44: Different family. 45: Different
family. 46: Same family. 47: Different family.
Habitat change: 44: sold part, new house development.
45: sold part, new house development. 46: significant
development. 47: sold part, limited development.
Physical changes
44: Two permanent part houses, finished but od. Ext bath/
latrine (imp)/kitchen. Access to private water and public
elec. 45: Highly finished permanent house with anexos
(dependencia, garage). Paved land. Direct access to water
and elec. Has plots Belo Horizonte/Malhampsene. Ndhavela.

vegetable
garden
under construction

ruin

(47)

(46)

road reserve

1990
(45)

1990

vegetable
garden

1990

1990

(44)

neighbour

Social changes
44: Unclear link with previous plotholder (original of the
area), plot ‘ceded’ by parents in law. Extended nuclear family (old plotholder + 2 sons and wive setc). 45: Unclear link
with previous plotholder (original of the area), plot ‘ceded’
by City Council 2005. Slightly extended nuclear family.

road

Plot in 1990
(case XVI in 1990 study)
Scale 1:500
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road

neighbour

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Medium

Block Context

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:500

road

Economic changes
44: Head of family works as domestic servant, 1 daughter
works in industry others in domestic service. They have
a vegetable garden - from mother’s side original inhabitants. Relatively poor economic situation. 45: Head of family retired, has variuous businesses, wife works as admin
in UN, have various vegetable gardens inc cattle. Rents
house in city, has small truck (and car). Relatively extremely strong economic situation.

City Context

road

neighbour

(46)

(47)

Family structure: Uninhabited
Economic status: No info

Family structure: Uninhabited
Economic status: No info

(45)

(44)

Family structure: Nuclear family with
some extensions
Economic status: Poor

Family structure: Nuclear family with
some extensions
Economic status: Very strong

2010

Physical changes
The loose agglomeration of precarious
buildings has been formalised into four
plots.

2010

Physical changes
Orginially, all kitchen and toilet/bath
facilities were located outside of the
established buldings. However, case
44 has both kitchen, toilet and bath on
the inside, and case 45 cooks inside and
outside, while the toilet/bath facility has
a dedicated walled in area on the north
east corner of the plot.

2010

Physical changes
The large vegetable garden surrounding
the establishment is gone and only case
45 maintains a small vegetable garden on
the plot.
Case 44 has paved a large area of the plot
and established a small decorative garden
in front of the house.

neighbour

2010

road

Physical changes
The new plots are partially walled in and
partially surrounded by hedges.
Case 44, which is completely walled in,
has a car gate and a garage, while both
case 44 and 45 has varandas that relates
to the road.
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Case 48

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Mahotas
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

Physical changes
Previous part permanent house (2 room dependencia) now extended (now 5 rooms inc kitchen +
bathroom) - also intagrates garafe. Separate other
1 room depenencia and ext bat/latrine + henhouse. Private water and public elec. Has other
plot in Matendende.

road

House typology: Permanent
Household change: Different family
Habitat change: Significant development

neighbour

neighbour

2000

2000

2000

2000

neighbour

Plot in 2000
(case 30 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:500

Social changes
New tenant (1 year), small nuclear family (both
adults from north).
Economic changes
Head is Sec School teacher and works in NGO, no
other incomes - both adults in higher education.
Strong economic situation.

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Poor

neighbour

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:500

road

neighbour

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Rich

2010
Physical changes
The plot has been significantly extended
to the south and almost tripled in size.
A new house has been built along the
eastern boundary, and a smaller dependencia has been built to the south.
City Context
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Block Context

2010
Physical changes
Inside the main house there is both a
kitchen and a toilet/bath. The dependencia has a small toilet and bathroom in
connection to the building.

2010
Physical changes
The plot no longer features a vegetable
garden, but there is now a larger number
of trees growing in the yard. In connection to the main house there is a paved
driveway that connects to a paved area
along the house front.

2010

neighbour

Physical changes
The plot is completely walled off. There is
an entrance for the car that leads to the
driveway and a garage.
Along the main house facade there is a
large varanda facing the entrance and
road to the west. There is visual contact to
the road as the wall is grated.
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Case 49

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Mahotas
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

neighbour

Physical changes
New unfinished part permanent house - dependencia (2 roms), ext bath/latrine/kitchen. Buy water
from neighbour, no elec. Built by someone else.
Social changes
Still long term resident (1975), still single person
family.

2000

2000

2000

road

neighbour

House typology: Precarious
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Limited development

2000

Economic changes
Head (widow) has vegetable garden, continues in
relatively very poor economic situation.

neighbour

Family structure: Single parent family
Economic status: Very poor

Family structure: Single person family
Economic status: Very poor

neighbour

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

2010

Physical changes
The canico structures have been removed
and a permanent main house built in the
north west corner of the plot.
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2010

Physical changes
The kitchen has a dedicated screened off
area at the northern boundary while the
toilet/bath facilites are located in the area
to the south.

2010

Physical changes
The vegetable garden has decreased in
size, but a decorative garden has been
established.
There are still several trees growing on
the plot.

road

Plot in 2000
(case 25 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

City Context

neighbour

2010

neighbour

Physical changes
The plot has been walled in except towards the road where a hedge maintains
the visual contact. The entrance is still located at the south east corner of the plot.

Block Context
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Case 50-51

Plot size and layout

Bairro: 3 de Fevereiro
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls
neighbour

(51)

(50)

road

neighbour

House typology: 50: Permanent/part. 51: Precarious.
Household change: 50: Same family. 51: Different
family.
Habitat change: 50: Limited development. 51:
Limited development.
Physical changes
Partly finished part permanent house, kiosk on
street, ext bath/latrine. No private water, but
public elec.
2000

Social changes
Ceded by Head’s parents 2002. Slightly extended
nuclear family (inc head’s brother).

2000

2000

neighbour

2010

Plot in 2000
(case 26 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Single parent family
Economic status: Poor
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2010

2010

road

neighbour

Economic changes
Head was bricklayer, now works in restaurant,
brother informal gardener, also selling from plot
(kiosk). Medium economic situation.

City Context

road

2000

2010

road

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200
(51)

(50)

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Very poor

Family structure: Nuclear family with
some extensions
Economic status: Very poor

Physical changes
Case 50 plot has been deformed due to
the neighbour that occupies a part of the
plot.
A main house has been built in case 50,
with a small dependencia on the plot.
Case 51 features a smaller main house.

Physical changes
Both case 50 and 51 has cooking area
outside in connection to the house. Case
50 has a walled off toilet and bath area
while case51 has a smaller screened off
area for the toilet/bath.

Physical changes
Case 50 no longer has a vegetable garden
but case 51 has established between the
main house and road.
Both plots features large trees.

Physical changes
Case 50 is completely walled in with two
entrances and a small shop that relates to
the eastern road. The main house has a
varanda that also face the road.
The plot in case 51 is also surrounded by
walls except towards the street.

Block Context
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Case 52

Plot size and layout

Bairro: Magoanine B
Planning category: Planned official
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

N

road

House typology: Precarious
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Limited development

neighbour

road

Physical changes
All canico structures demolished. Original project
core house + latrin continues. Several new trees.
2000

2000

2000

2000

neighbour

Social changes
Uninhabited no info as to present owner.
Economic changes
Uninhabited no info as to present owner.

road

neighbour

road

2010

Plot in 2000
(case 35 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Very poor
City Context
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Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Physical changes
All the canico structures has been demolished.

2010

Physical changes
The house is uninhabited.

2010

Physical changes
The vegetable garden is gone and the
plot now features four large trees.

2010

neighbour

Physical changes
The main house has a varanda facing the
street.

Family structure: Uninhabited
Economic status: No info

Block Context
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N

Case 53

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Magoanine B
Planning category: Planned unofficial
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

road

Physical changes
Canico house demolished. Latrin built in blocks.
New perimetre wall towards west. Some new
trees.

road

neighbour

House typology: Precarious
Household change: Different family
Habitat change: Significant development

ruin

Social changes
New owner bought plot in 2007 but does not live
on plot yet. Plans to build new house tipo 3.

2000

2000

2000

2000

neighbour

road

2010

Plot in 2000
(case 34 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

City Context
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Block Context

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Very poor

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200

Physical changes
The plot size has diminished a bit to accomodate the road reserve.
The mainhouse has been partly demolished and now stands as a ruin. Most
of the additional structures has been
removed as well.

2010

Physical changes
At the west side of the plot a new toilet
facility was built before the plot was
abandoned. It is still functional and is
used by the caretaker.

2010

Physical changes
Most of the plot has been turned into a
vegetable garden area. A few new trees
has also been planted.

road

neighbour

road reserve

Economic changes
New owner is an electrical engineer considered as
medium economic level.

2010

neighbour

Physical changes
A wall has been erected towards the
neighbour to the west. The remaining
boundary is marked by a hedge, with
an entrance from the road at the north
eastern corner.

or
Family structure: Nuclear family, now caretaker living there
Economic status: Medium
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Case 54

Plot size and layout

Bathroom and kitchen

Trees and outdoor spaces

Relation to street and perimeter walls

Bairro: Albasine
Planning category: Unplanned
Longitudinal study: 2000
Anthropological study: no

neighbour

road

neighbour

House typology: Precarious
Household change: Same family
Habitat change: Significant development
Physical changes
Plot diminished significantly. new permanent
house tipo 3 built. New external bathroom built.
New wall built towards street. Barraca under construction. Canico house contines now as kitchen.
Several new trees.

neighbour

Social changes
Same family consolidated with significant larger
household.

2000

2000

2000

2000
path

road

neighbour

Economic changes
Economic status considered as medium. Plot
holder policeman.

Plot in 2010
Scale 1:200
neighbour

2010

2010

2010

2010

Family structure: Extended family
Economic status: Medium

Plot in 2000
(case 36 in 2000 study)
Scale 1:200

City Context
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Block Context

Physical changes
The size of the plot has diminished considerably, and the boundaries now form a
regular, rectangular shape.
A new, permanent main house has been
built while the old canico has been subdivided.
The shop in the north west corner has
been rebuilt with permanent walls.

Physical changes
The kitchen is now situated inside the
canico house, while a new walled off toilet and bath area has been erected at the
south east corner of the plot.

Physical changes
The plot no longer features any vegetable garden areas. Three trees have been
planted in the yard, along the western
boundary of the plot.

Physical changes
The plot has been walled off towards the
south and the west. The rest of the plot is
enclosed by a hedge.
The shop by the northern road is maintained and the new main house features
a varanda that relates to the western road
where the two plot entrances are located.

Family structure: Nuclear family
Economic status: Poor
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